
Shein is opening their first permanent store in 
Tokyo, but it won’t sell any items in person. 
Instead, customers will need to scan QR codes 
on the items and order them through the app.

Notable for its virality on Tik Tok, this olive oil brand 
which launched in 2022 has 2 products: 
an extra virgin olive oil for cooking, and one for 
garnishing, which both come in squeeze bottles. 
The brand has hit the mainstream and is now 
being touted as “the next status olive oil” 
by New York Magazine.  

This hair care brand launched in 2020 and has picked 
up lots of traction through posting on Tik Tok. 
They are now carried in Sephora and featured in 
Goop, and focus on launching products that fit into 
the “hair care as self-care” trend and turn haircare into 
a holistic, encompassing ritual. The brand not only has 
launched products like shampoo and conditioner, but 
also sells brushes, combs, and towels to contribute to 
creating this sense of ritual for their customers. 

Alternative aesthetics like grunge and punk are 
trending again. Teens on Tik Tok have rediscovered the 
song Teenage Dirtbag, grunge makeup is trending for 
fall, Prada’s FW22 looks are heavily inspired by a punk 
prep aesthetic, and “heroin chic” body types are now “in” 
again over the curvy body types that have dominated for 
the last decade. 

Rolls Royce releases their first fully electric car, Spectre. 
The brand has entered a new, environmentally conscious era 
with the release of this new car, and is on track to be fully 
electric by 2030. 

These candles have quippy names which are meant to 
capture the messiness of day-to-day life. The uncertain climate 
in which we now live is channeled in their 2023 candle, 
“Who Even Knows.” 

The fragrance industry has seen rising interest in the west 
surrounding oud for the last few years, but it is finally breaking 
into the mainstream in a big way, likely due to brands like DS 
& Durga, Comme Des Garcons, Dior, Nest, and Tom Ford–all 
which target very different demographics–releasing oud fra-
grances which have gone viral through Tik Tok. This reflects 
that the American consumer is using fragrance as a means of 
self-expression and individuality and a willingness to embrace 
fragrances that are less inoffensive than what consumers have 
been reaching for en-masse in recent decades. 
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This musky fragrance with notes of bergamot, jasmine, 
and sandalwood has become ubiquitous on Tik Tok, 
perhaps not for the merits of its own scent but rather 
because of the advertising campaign which touts it as 
the lingering scent of a lover who has left. 
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This floral fragrance was created with the intention of 
being wearable while also featuring a gasoline note. It 
belongs to Snif’s limited edition “Secret Menu,” which 
launches edgier fragrances than their main line, and is 
launching this month. 

Michelle Pfeiffer launched Henry Rose Fragrances in 2019 
with the goal of creating safe, clean, and sustainable fra-
grances after discovering that most fragrance ingredients 
do not need to be disclosed nor meet EWG standards. 
Working from a limited palette of about 300 ingredients, 
the brand is now setting new standards for consumers with 
11 fragrances and a retail presence at Credo Beauty and 
department stores like Bergdorf Goodman.
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